CONTRA DANCE ANNOUCEMENT –
AUGUST 17th Tropical Contra dance, Dan Levenson Trio from AZ
Who: Southern New Mexico Music and Dance Society (SNMMDS), a non-profit
organization that sponsors contra dances & music jams
What: Tropical Contra Dance featuring Dan Levenson Trio * stringband from
Arizona, playing old-time acoustic music for the dance. Dress theme is a
“Hawaiian Luau”-- flowered shirts and skirts encouraged. Bring snacks

if you can.

When:

Third Friday, August 17TH, 2012, 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.

Where: Mesilla Community Center, 2251 Calle de Santiago, Mesilla NM
Details: LONNIE LUDEMAN and LEWIS LAND will call all dances. No
partner needed. Basic Instructions at 7:30 pm. Cost $6. Beginners
welcome. Info. www.snmmds.org or 575-522-1691.

Enjoy photos and Invite your friends.

Julie & Lonnie

MORE PHOTOS BELOW from August 2011.

* Who is the Dan Levenson Trio?
The trio is Dan Levenson (Yuma AZ), Jerry Ray Weinert (Tucson AZ) and Las
Crucen Greg Gendall.
Dan is an American old-time musician, teacher and storyteller. He sings and
plays the five-string banjo, fiddle and guitar, specializing in the music of
Appalachia. He was voted one of the U.S. top ten clawhammer banjo players by
Banjo Newsletter readers and was Ohio State Champion 2005. Go to his website
for more information: http://www.clawdan.com/ and to hear a good old-time
fiddle tune, including Dan and local Greg Gendall:
http://clawdan.com/index.php?/listen/dan_levenson_trio_at_evart_michigan/
Jerry Ray plays the bass with the always fun Privy Tippers and has been playing
the same bass fiddle for over 40 years. Jerry Ray and his bass have lived
throughout the folk music of the 1960’s, concert & festival stages throughout the
US, Canada and Europe, mud-covered fiddlers’ conventions in the South and
dance halls throughout the West. Click for fun contra dance video with the Privy
Tippers and Merri Rudd -- Jerry is on bass:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=_514yYNEZS8
Greg plays rhythm guitar with The Deming Fusiliers, and is well-known in Las
Cruces area..

We look forward to some great music and seeing everyone again.

If you need something to wear, borrow these at the dance.

Lewis gets in the spirit. You can too.

